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SURVEY: THE BUFFALO POLISH-AMERICAN LEGAL
EXPERIENCE
The importance of ethnic identity has varied enormously
within each group. For some individuals, it has been a badge
to be worn proudly. For others, it has been a way of life to be
personally treasured, though not made a public issue. And
for still others, ethnic identity has been incidental, or a
curiosity-ora stigma to be forgotten, evaded, or escaped as
much as possible. This whole spectrum of individual attitudes has existed historically in all ethnic groups. In short,
ethnic identity has been a complex and elusive
phenomenon.1
2

INTRODUCTION

This empirical study of Polish-American attorneys practicing
in the Buffalo area responds to a gap in research on members of
the American legal profession. Although the careers of elite American lawyers are well documented, 3 little information is available on
4
the less visible members of the legal profession.
1. Sowell, Ethnic Groups, Prejudice & Economic Progress,Wall St. J., Dec. 4, 1980, at
30, col. 3, quoting T. SOWELL, ETHNIC AMERICA (to be published June, 1981).
2. The authors acknowledge, with thanks, the help they have received from many
sources: to Alfred Konefsky, Professor of Law at the State University of New York (SUNY)
at Buffalo School of Law, for his encouragement; to Tom Headrick, Dean of the SUNY at
Buffalo School of Law, for funding the project; to Audrey Koscielniak, Maryann Premielewski, and Myron Malkinson, who assisted in duplicating and mailing the letters and questionnaires; to Elaine Herald and the Buffalo Law Review editors for the use of their name in the
study and work space; to Lois Weiss, Professor of Social, Historical and Philosophical Foundations at SUNY at Buffalo, for her help with the questionnaire; to Alan Carrel, Placement
Director of the SUNY at Buffalo School of Law, for the use of the alumni lists. We are
particularly grateful to those who responded to our survey and those who granted us
interviews.

3. See generally A. DEAN, WILLIAM NELSON CROMWELL, 1854-1948 (1957); W. DOUGLAS,
Go EAST, YOUNG MAN (1974); F. HICKS, MEN & BOOKS FAMOUS IN THE LAW (1921); W.
LEWIS, GREAT AMERICAN LAWYERS (1909); M. TYLER, PATRICK HENRY (1898); A. WEMBERG,
CLARENCE DARROW (1980); THE LEGAL PAPERS OF DANIEL WEBSTER (A. Konefsky & A. King
eds., 2 Vols., forthcoming 1981); H. Johnson, John Jay: Colonial Lawyer (1966) (unpublished
Ph.D. thesis in John Sears Library, SUNY at Buffalo).
4. See generally J. AUERBACH, UNEQUAL JUSTICE 369 (1978):
Regrettably, the finances and politics of institutionalized oral history, which
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Two sets of attorneys in Western New York were surveyed: 5
all Polish-American attorneys living in Erie County," and a "Control group" (Control) of attorneys randomly chosen from the same
geographic area.7 Our goal was to paint a picture of the PolishAmerican lawyer in Buffalos and to compare his experiences with
require that attention be lavished upon prominent persons, usually leave untouched the far more representative (and often far more valuable) recollections
of relatively anonymous individuals who, like Faulkner's Dilsey, just endured.
Id. at 369-70. See also J. CARLIN, LAWYERS ON THEIR OWN (1962) (a study of solo practioners in Chicago).
5. Data were generated through the use of questionnaires mailed to all participants in
both groups. Fifty percent of the Polish-American responses and forty-nine percent of the
Controls' responses were received within two months of the initial mailing. We supplemented our data through individual telephone and personal interviews with 25 of the Polish-American respondents. The supplemental data provided greater insight into each individual's perceptions of the Polish-American community. These interviews were enlightening
without exception. Because we were narrowly focusing on the experiences of the PolishAmerican lawyers, we did not interview any of the Controls despite their willingness.
6. The names of Polish-American attorneys were gathered from the SUNY at Buffalo
School of Law alumni lists which included all graduating classes through 1979, and the 1980
Erie County Clerk's List of Practicing Attorneys. Additional lists included various telephone
directories and the Professional Businessmen's Association Membership. The latter organization was formed in the early 1900's by Polish-Americans in the Buffalo community. Our
final list of Polish-American attorneys or law school graduates numbered 185.
7. The Control group of 180 was selected randomly from the SUNY at Buffalo School
of Law alumni list and the telephone directories in such a way as to be generally representative of the Buffalo legal community. Analysis of the data was particularly straightforward
because the response rate of both groups corresponded by age group and date of law school
graduation.
DATE OF BIRTH

POLISH-AMERICANS

CONTROLS

Pre-1904
3
3
1905-1908
1
3
1909-1912
1
2
1913-1916
2
2
1917-1920
3
5
1921-1924
6
3
1925-1928
6
4
1929-1932
7
6
1933-1936
1
3
1937-1940
5
7
1941,1944
12
13
1945-1948
13
13
1949-1952
17
14
1953-1956
6
1
8. One social historian observed that social relations among ethnic groups should never
be studied without consideration of the larger community.
Because it exists in a larger society, the sub-community is never autonomous
or complete. It is a partial community comprised of social groups and cultural
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others in the same legal community. Importantly, Buffalo boasts a
cohesive Polish-American community, whose social and economic
history has remained stable since its early development in the mid1800's. Moreover, the established law school in the city has produced a large legal communty which is representative of most urban centers. Together, these two factors provided a sound setting
within which to survey a discrete ethnic legal community.
I. BUFFALO AND HER POLISH-AMERICAN COMMUNITY
Founded in the late eighteenth century, Buffalo has traditionally been a city with strong neighborhood identification. The original immigrant settlers in the early 1820's were Irish and German.
The first Polish-Catholic settlers arrived in Buffalo in the 1860's.9
Growing modestly during the next ten years,10 the Polish-American
community developed rapidly between 1875 and 1892. It is estimated that almost 13,000 Poles arrived in Buffalo making this an
influx "never equaled by any other ethnic group in the city's
history."11

The largest settlement of Polish-Americans developed on the
'12
east side of the city in an area known as "Broadway-Fillmore.
Although small communities also developed in "Black Rock" 13 and
"Kaisertown" or "Kazmierzowa," 14 Broadway-Fillmore rapidly bepatterns organized in terms of a limited number of institutions. Members of the
subcommunity identify with it and with its subculture.
E. Obidinski, Ethnic to Status Group: A Study of Polish-Americans in Buffalo 13 (1968)
(unpublished Ph.D. thesis in Lockwood Library, SUNY at Buffalo).
9. See S. GREDEL, PEOPLE OF OUR CrTY AND COUNTY 9 (Buffalo & Erie County Historical
Society publication, 1965); E. Obidinski, supra note 8; A. Skulicz, Rise of Buffalo "Polonia,"
1887-1900 12 (1951) (unpublished senior thesis at University of Buffalo).
10. An estimated 350 Poles resided in this community in 1870. E. Obidinski, supra note
8, at 32.
11. S. GREDEL, PIONEERS OF BUFFALO 26 (1966).
12. The Broadway-Fillmore neighborhood is located approximately three to four miles
east of the central business district at the crossroads of two major arteries bearing its name.
At the time of its original settlement by Polish-Americans, this rural countryside was considered outside the city limits. In fact, Broadway Avenue was first named "Batavia" Street,
which was later renamed "Mud" Street. Personal Interview with Joseph Winiewicz in Buffalo, New York (Sept. 1979).
13. The Black Rock neighborhood is located on the far northwest end of Buffalo, adjacent to the Niagara River. Heavy mill industries developed along the river banks, making
this one of the most industrialized areas in the city.
14. Kaisertown is located several miles southeast of the Broadway-Fillmore neighborhood, and includes such streets as Cable, Weimar and Gorski. Its name reflects the name of
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came densely populated and the heart of the Polish-American
community. An estimated 400 homes were built in a five square
block area by 1886.15 They were compact one-story wooden homes
crowded onto narrow lots. The kaleidoscopic effect of the homes
reflected the living of extended families; during various time periods, entire blocks were populated by members of the same family.
A number of major churches were built at the beginning of the
twentieth century, 16 reflecting the strong religious ties of the Polish-Americans.
The continuous stream of Polish immigrants into Buffalo
made them the most populous ethnic group in the city by 1902.11
Many of the early Polish-Americans became farmers, settling in
the rural communities of Sloan, Alden, Cheektowaga and the Town
of Warsaw.18 The majority, however, found employment in Buffalo's heavy industry as unskilled laborers in railroad yards, foundries, tanneries and on the docks.' 9 Small businesses began to
flourish in the Broadway-Fillmore neighborhood, particularly after
the erection of the municipal market in 1894.20 Although less than
five percent of the East Side children were enrolled in schools,
there were thirty-one Polish-American physicians, twenty attorone of the major Polish-American Catholic churches, St. Casimir's Basilica, which was built
in the mid-1890's.
15. This area is bounded by Broadway and Fillmore Avenues, and William and Smith
Streets. E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 34. A study, which was completed in 1963, noted that
91.2% of the East Side homes were constructed before 1917 as compared to 67.8% built
before 1917 for the entire city of Buffalo. R. Switala, The Political Growth and Development
of the Polish Community in Buffalo 4 (1963) (unpublished M.A. thesis in Lockwood Library,
SUNY at Buffalo), also cited in E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 34 n.19.
16. Twenty-one parishes were founded between 1873 and 1922. Many of the original
structures were wood-framed and later replaced by more impressive gothic stone structures.
Seven major churches were built in the immediate Broadway-Fillmore area during this time.
E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 37 n.33, 53 n.77, & 54 n.82.
17. Borowiec, Politics and Buffalo's Polish-Americans, in ETHNIC POLITICS IN URBAN
AMERICA 16, 17 (A. Pienkos ed. 1978). Present estimates are that at least one-quarter of the
city's 462,000 residents are Polish-Americans. Id. See also E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 50.
The Polish-American population in the Western New York region is estimated at 300,000.
Buffalo Evening News, Oct. 12, 1980, at J-1, col. 6.
18. E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 41.
19. Id. at 42, 57. The Polish work force in 1910 was classified as 60% common laborers,
30% semi-skilled and 9.5% skilled. The conditions improved somewhat by 1928 with almost
40% listed in the skilled positions. C. Bucki, A Stacked Deck 28-29 (1974) (unpublished
senior thesis in Lockwood Library, SUNY at Buffalo).
20. E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 58. It is estimated that there were about 1,000 Polishowned businesses in 1910 in Broadway-Fillmore, which was surrounded by approximately
15,000 residences. C. Bucki, supra note 19, at 32.
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neys and fifteen dentists by 1923.21 Nevertheless, Buffalo remained
a blue-collar community where economic conditions often were
harsh.22
Economic reality combined with a strong ethnic heritage has
led observers to describe the Broadway-Fillmore area as a "closed"
community. A 1910 report stated that:
[The Poles] are in the Buffalo community, but they are not of it. They have
their own churches, their own stores and business places, their own newspapers. They are content to live alone, and the rest of the population generally
23
knows little about them and cares less.

Many of the homes in the Broadway-Fillmore area are still owned
by Polish-Americans, who continue to attend the neighborhood
churches and send their children to parochial schools. 24 Cultural
traditions remain strong, particularly among Polish-American
members of the working class.
II.

CHILDHOOD YEARS

The majority of Polish-Americans who participated in the survey were born in Western New York. Over eighty percent listed
their place of birth as Erie County. In contrast to the Polish-Americans, only forty-four percent of the surveyed Controls were born
21. Buffalo Evening News, Nov. 13, 1971, at B-4, also cited in C. Bucki, supra note 19,
at 32.
22. Almost 96% of the East Side residents lived on less than the minimum subsistence
income, which was approximately $600 for a family of five in 1908. Daniels, Americanizing
80,000 Poles, in C. Bucki, supra note 19, at 26.
In the 1970's, almost 10% of the 13,734 families in East Buffalo fell below the poverty
level. In fact, East Buffalo residents accounted for the third highest number of persons below the poverty level in the City of Buffalo.
The median family income of East Buffalo residents in 1974 was $10,340, as compared to
$11,102 for the City of Buffalo and $13,750 for the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA). This disparity has been accentuated, rather than reduced, by the recent inflationary impact. The lower income of East Buffalo in part results from the large concentration of
youth (32% under 19 years of age) and elderly (13% over 60 years of age) in the district,
and the relatively high concentration of households with children. East Buffalo's low economic position is further reflected in the housing conditions where the majority of owneroccupied homes have a value of $5,000 to $14,999.
The population statistics used throughout this section are derived from BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, UNITED STATES CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HouSING (1970);
R.L. POLK & CO., PROFILES OF CHANGE (1973); CITY OF BUFFALO, INSIGHT BUFFALO (1975);
and, CITY OF BUFFALO, DEP'T OF HUMAN RESOURCES, DEMOGRAPHIc DATA (1974).

23. Buffalo Evening News, Oct. 12, 1980, at J-1, col. 6, citing Daniels, supra note 22.
See generally SENNEr & COBB, THE HIDDEN INJURIES OF CLASS (1972).
24. E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 139, 149.
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and raised in Buffalo.
CHART

A. CHILDHOOD RESIDENCY '
POLISH-AMERICANS
City of Buffalo ............... 56%
*East Buffalo
35%
Black Rock
6%
Central Buffalo
4%
South Buffalo
5%
North Buffalo
6%
West Buffalo
0%
Buffalo Suburbs .............. 27%
*Cheektowaga
7%
*West Seneca
4%
Kenmore
6%
Tonawandas
5%
*Depew/Lancaster/
East Aurora
5%
Niagara Falls ................ 4%
*Lackawanna ................. 5%

CONTROLS
City of Buffalo .............
44%
*East Buffalo
1%
*Black Rock
2%
16%
Central Buffalo
South Buffalo
3%
North Buffalo
19%
West Buffalo
3%
Buffalo Suburbs ...........
35%
*Cheektowaga
4%
*West Seneca
0%
10%
Kenmore
Tonawandas
6%
Snyder
6%
Hamburg
4%
Others
50i'
Niagara Falls .............
3%
*Lackawanna.............. 1%

Non- Western N.Y. .........
9%
Non-Western N.Y. ...
(note: * indicates communities identified with Polish -Americans).

....

17%

As the above chart indicates, the Polish-Americans were concentrated in neighborhoods traditionally identified as Polish communities. For instance, the majority of those living in the city resided in East Buffalo, which is still considered the heartland of
"Polonia. ' '26 The majority of those living in local suburbs also resided in areas having high Polish identification, such as Cheektowaga and West Seneca. In contrast, only fifteen percent lived in
non-Polish-American neighborhoods and eleven percent lived in
suburbs not identified with the Polish-American community.
Childhood residency in Polish-American neighborhoods indicates an exposure to common ethnic experiences. The pursuit of
higher education by those surveyed presents a stark contrast to the
general educational accomplishments of East Buffalo residents.
25. The chart describes childhood residency, as extrapolated from elementary school
attendance.
26. See text accompanying notes 9-24 supra. East Buffalo itself encompasses five neighborhoods with a population surpassing 46,000 residents. CITY OF BUFFALO, INSIGHT BUFFALO,
supra note 22, at 11.
27. The median grade level obtained by persons over 25 years of age in East Buffalo is
9.2 years as compared to the city-wide median level of 10.7 years of school completion. The
drop-out rate of high school youths (ages 16-21 years) similarly surpasses the city-wide rate.
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Predominately Roman Catholic, the Polish-Americans in East
Buffalo have steadfastly attended Catholic parochial schools, 2 and
the surveyed Polish-American attorneys reflect this. Sixty-three
(74%) of the eighty-five respondents attended neighborhood Catholic schools; only one attended a private elementary school. Typically, they responded that their parents sent them to parochial
schools because attendance was presumed if one were a Catholic
and a Pole. Eighteen of the interviewees also received their First
Communion at the church of their elementary school. 29 Two reAlmost 20% of the nearly 5,000 young adults in East Buffalo are not high school graduates,
unlike the city's drop-out rate of 15%. Only 26% of East Buffalo residents over age 25 have
received high school diplomas; the city's graduation rate is 39% and the SMSA, which includes Buffalo, Erie County and Niagara County is 50%.
The percentage of persons over 25 years of age who have an eighth grade education or
less is set forth in the following chart with comparisons to the City of Buffalo and the
SMSA.
MAXIMUM GRADE
ATTAINED

PERCENTAGE OF POPULATIOI
OF AGE
East Buffalo

OVER 25 YEARS

Buffalo

SMSA

0
1-4
5 -7
8

2.5
4.0
18.8
23.7

1.9
3.9
13.4
16.4

1.4
2.5
9.5
13.4

total 8th
grade & less

49.0

35.6

26.8

supra note 22.
28. The following chart compares and highlights the large concentration of East Buffalo
students in Catholic parochial schools. There was no tuition charge for enrollment at Catholic elementary schools until recently. Membership in the Parish was often the only
requirement.
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

DISTRIBUTION OF CATHOLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT: 1950-1970
1950
1960
1966
1970

East Buffalo
Buffalo
East Buffalo
Buffalo
East Buffalo
Buffalo
East Buffalo
Buffalo

Catholic Schools
71.4%
29.5%
80.7%
35.2%
72.1%
31.6%
65.5%
28.6%

supra note 22.
29. "The strong preference for parochial schools...

Public Schools
28.6%
70.5%
19.3%
64.8%
27.9%
68.4%
34.5%
71.4%

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

nay indicate deep attachment to
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spondents transferred to public schools because their fluency in
Polish was inadequate."
Unlike the Polish-Americans, the majority of the Controls attended public elementary schools.3 1 Twenty-nine (37%) attended
parochial elementary schools while forty-seven (59%) attended
neighborhood public schools. Four attended private elementary
schools.
Although the percentage decreased from seventy-four percent
to fifty-five percent, the majority of Polish-American respondents
attended parochial high schools. This decline in parochial school
attendance may be attributed to the later development of Catholic
high schools. 3 2 The distribution among the Controls reflects greater

attendance at public high schools, i.e., sixty-two percent of the
Controls, a slight increase from fifty-nine percent in elementary
public schools, were in the public high school system. Thirty-two
percent of the Controls attended parochial high schools and six
percent attended private high schools.
When asked about their awareness of their ethnicity during
childhood, several interviewees specifically pointed out that their
identification as Polish-Americans diminished during their high
school years. Almost seventy percent noted a very high awareness
of their cultural heritage during early childhood, which frequently
resulted from the influence of grandparents. For example, six interviewees had grandparents or other relatives living either in the
same house or nearby during their early childhood. Many were
taught to speak and understand Polish. Ten of the interviewees
still considered themselves fluent in Polish, while five, who had
been fluent as children, retained some understanding of the language as adults.
church-directed academic training or general obedience to pastoral encouragement of parochial school enrollment of children." E. Obidinski, supra note 8,at 86. Additional explanations include dissatisfaction with the academic quality of neighborhood public schools, and
the preference for religious instruction. Id.
30. Some Polish Catholic school classes were conducted entirely in Polish.
31. See note 28 supra.
32. In addition, there are fewer parochial high schools than parochial elementary
schools in the city. E. Obidinski, supra note 8,at 85 n.22. For instance, there are no Catholic
high schools in East Buffalo.
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III. THE COLLEGE YEARS
Studies suggest that children of working class Catholic families are "less often successfully upwardly mobile""3 and therefore
do not pursue education beyond high school. For example, the interviewees were aware of only a small number of childhood friends
and classmates who became professionals or pursued higher education. An important factor which distinguishes Polish-Americans
pursuing higher education from the community norm is parental
influence. All twenty-five interviewees stated that their parents
emphasized education, unlike the parents of their friends. The emphasis was not always spoken: attendance at college was presumed
or "taken for granted." Interviewees unanimously agreed that their
parents never suggested the abandonment of education for work."'
One interviewee's grandmother, however, frequently asked him to
quit school and go to work to help support his family.
The experience of the female respondents indicates that
higher education was not emphasized to the same degree. 5 For example, one lawyer's daughter recalled that her father never discussed his profession with her, although he frequently related his
legal experiences to her brothers. Another lawyer's daughter noted
that her parents restricted her choice of colleges to those close to
home. Her choices were additionally limited to all-girls' colleges in
small cities.
Consistent with their earlier preference for parochial education, forty-nine percent of the Polish-Americans attended parochial colleges.3 6 Many Polish-Americans attended college on schol33.

W. Thielens, Jr., The Socialization of Law Students 100 (1965) (unpublished Ph.D.

thesis in Charles Sears Library, SUNY at Buffalo). See generally G. LENSKI, THE RELIGIOUS
FACTOR 78, 85, 107 (1961).
34. See POLISH-AMERICAN COMMUNITY LIFE: A SURVEY OF RESEARCH 164-68 (L Sanders

& E. Morawska eds. Community Soc. Monograph vol. II, 1975). Various studies of PolishAmerican communities throughout the United States report the observations of participants. For example, statements frequently include: "experience takes the place of education"; "send them to work as soon as possible;" "their highest aspirations were to find a job
and escape from parental authority." Id. In this way, it has been concluded that "in more
traditional Polish-American settings and among the large masses of blue-collar Polonia,
higher education does not yet appear to have been incorporated into the familial value system." Id. at 167.
35. E. Obidinski, supra note 8, at 144. See also R. COLES & J. ERICKSON, THE MIDDLE
AMERICANS (1971).
36. Canisius College and Niagara University predominate.
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arships.3 7 It is apparent that financial assistance was necessary for
more than half of the Polish-Americans. The Controls attended
private universities and colleges more frequently than the PolishAmericans. More of the Controls also attended college outside the
Buffalo area.
CHART

B.

38
COLLEGES ATTENDED

Parochial

Public 9

Pre-1943
Pol-Ams
Controls

9 (56%)
4 (22%)

6 (37%)
12 (67%)

1 (6%)
2 (11%)

6 (37%)
6 (33%)

1943-1959
Pol-Ams
Controls

9 (47%)
9 (39%)

7 (37%)
10 (43%)

3 (16%)
4 (17%)

7 (37%)
8 (35%)

Post-1960
Pol-Ams
Controls

24 (48%)
8 (19%)

20 (40%)
22 (54%)

6 (12%)
11 (27%)

17 (34%)
24 (59%)

All Years
Pol-Ams
Controls

42 (49%)
21 (26%)

33 (39%)
44 (54%)

10 (12%)
17 (21%)

29 (34%)
38 (48%)

Date of Entry

Private

Away

37. One interviewee suggested that many more Polish-Americans than Controls would
have received athletic scholarships. It was clear from the responses, however, that most of
the Polish-Americans were not on athletic scholarships in college.
SCHOLARSHIP ASSISTANCE FOR COLLEGE
NO
YES
37 (44%)
48 (56%)
Polish-Americans
53 (67%)
24 (30%)
Controls
38. There are charts where the percentages do not total 100% because: (1) not every
respondent answered every question; and (2) some respondents gave multiple responses to
the same question.
For example, in Chart B, several of the respondents attended more than one college,
which accounts for a number of college experiences greater than the number of responses in
any single category. All percentages are based on the greater number which indicates the
number of colleges attended as opposed to the number of respondents. In addition, it should
be noted that several of the Polish-Americans who attended law school during the 1920's did
not attend college. A college degree was not necessary for entrance into law school at that
time.
39. This includes the University of Buffalo prior to its affiliation with the State University of New York in 1962. Although it was a private university, the University of Buffalo did
not maintain as selective an admission policy as did other small private schools.
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LAW SCHOOL

Studies have indicated that career choices are most often
made prior to graduation from college.4 0 A study of Columbia law
students found that eighty percent had chosen law before graduating from college. 4 1 In contrast, only sixty-eight percent of the Polish-Americans had made law their career choice by this time. Four
stated that they did not consider law until after they had graduated from college. Twelve respondents stated that they first considered law once they were in college. Three decided on law during
their high school years. The remaining four noted that a career in
law had been a childhood ambition. One interviewee remembered
that when a third grade teacher asked what each student wanted
to be when he grew up, he said, without hesitation: "I want to be a
lawyer."
The majority of respondents in both groups attended the Buffalo Law School. Founded in 1887, the Buffalo Law School was located in the city of Buffalo in close proximity to the practicing
legal community until 1973. Because the other University facilities
were located several miles away, on the Main Street campus, the
downtown placement of the Law School offered students a unique
advantage. The relationship between bench, bar and the law school
was close. Students had access to the courts and lawyers' offices
where some established lasting associations and others could earn
and learn. 42 The downtown law firm libraries and the Eighth Judicial District Library supplemented the library facilities of the
School.43 Buffalo attorneys frequently served voluntarily as instructors. Lecture schedules were adjusted to accomodate the legal
work of both the students and the faculty.
Law schools were selected for many reasons: cost, location,
reputation, quality of the institution, and special programs. Cost
was a more significant factor for the Polish-Americans (39%) than
for the Controls (26% ).44
40.
41.
42.

See, e.g., W. Thielens, supra note 33, at 1-17, and studies cited therein.
Id. at 14.
See generally G. PEDERSEN, THE BUFFALO LAW SCHOOL: A HISTORY, 1887-1962

(1962).
43. Id. at 83.
44. A choice based on location might include a cost factor since the nearest American
law school is in Syracuse, 147 miles from Buffalo. If cost were truly a factor, however, more
Polish-Americans than Controls would have worked between college graduation and en-
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Seventy-seven of the eighty-five Polish-Americans received
their law degree in Buffalo.4 5 One-third of the Controls, on the
other hand, did not attend the Buffalo Law School.
Respondents answering general surveys which asked, "Why
did you choose law?," frequently ranked public interest as a primary motivation. 4' The surveyed Polish-Americans gave a variety
of responses to this open-ended question. The majority of the Polish-Americans, fifty-three percent, entered law because of its professional appeal while only thirty-seven percent of the Controls
identified this factor.
CHART C. WHY LAW WAS CHOSEN AS A CAREER

Polish-Americans
Profession Appeal
Childhood Ambition
Family Influence
Ability
Community Activities

39
10
10
9
2

Fluke 47

(53%)
(14%)
(14%)
(12%)
( 3%)

Controls
30
9
17
10
6

4 (5%)

(37%)
(11%)
(21%)
(12%)
( 7%)

9 (11%)

trance into law school. The dates of graduations from college and law school, however, do
not indicate a great disparity.
SEPARATION OF YEARS BETWEEN COLLEGE AND LAW SCHOOL
GRADUATION DATES
Polish-Americans

Controls

3 years or less
51
42
4 years
10
14
5 years
7
7
6 years or more
10
12
45. Polish-Americans may have preferred to remain close to home in light of the recognized cultural value of family unity. Whether financial constraints were also a factor for the
Polish-Americans remains unclear. Respondents were asked if they worked while attending
law school. Answers were too incomplete, however, to tabulate. Nonetheless, it was interesting to learn that many Polish-Americans worked in a family-owned business while in law
school.

46.

L.

BAIRD, THE GRADUATES:

A

REPORT ON THE CHARACTERISTICS AND PLANS OF COL-

(1973); Little, Pawns and Processes: A Quantitative Study of Unknowns in
Legal Education, 21 J. LEGAL EDuc. 145 (1968); Stevens, Law Schools & Law Students, 59
VA. L. REV. 551 (1973). Contra Campbell, The Attitudes of First-Year Law Students at the
University of New Mexico, 20 J. LEGAL EDuc. 71, 72-73 (1967).
47. This category includes responses such as "I didn't do well enough in college to
attend medical school;" "no stomach for medicine".
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Several mentioned that their families influenced them to pursue law. One interviewee's Irish grandfather had been a lawyer and
the "aura" associated with his grandfather's memory made the
grandson want to emulate him. Although studies indicate that students who had relatives in law and in other professions were more
likely to become lawyers, 48 more than three-fourths of the PolishAmericans were the first professionals in their families.
The emphasis on higher education is particularly noteworthy
in light of the low incidence of professionals in the immediate or
extended families of the Polish-Americans interviewed. Parents of
only six of the twenty-five interviewees had high school diplomas;
of those six, four had a college education. Several interviewees described their father's occupation as blue-collar employment,49
ranging from steelworker and pinsman to postal clerk and businessman. Two of the nineteen mothers were professionals (nurse
and non-practicing attorney) and three mothers had high school
diplomas although their husbands did not. With one exception, the
interviewees' brothers or sisters were educated beyond high school.
Four had brothers who were attorneys or were presently enrolled
in law school. Over one-third had brothers or sisters who had masters degrees in such fields as engineering and business.
Other respondents entered law because of college activities or
the political climate. While not identified as an influential factor,
actual or imminent military experience brought several of the Polish-Americans to the law. One interviewee entered law school to
avoid the draft. Another initially sought only a bachelor's degree,
but his military service led to a "fortuitous happenstance"-his entry into law school upon discharge from the service. One realized,
while in military service, that he wanted to "pull himself up." Another knew he didn't want to work in "the mill," but had no other
clear career goal. His military experience, he said, gave him the
confidence to "tackle the law."
Identification with prominent figures spurred many to enter
the law. Historical figures such as Thomas Jefferson, Abraham
Lincoln, Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Madame Marie Curie were
48. W. Thielens, supra note 33, at 90.
49. Buffalo has traditionally been a blue-collar community, where jobs are primarily
available to unskilled workers. For example, 43% of the employed heads of households in
Buffalo work in unskilled occupations. CTY OF BUFFALO, DEP'T OF HUMAN RESOURCES, supra

note 22, at 58.
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mentioned. Locally prominent Polish-American judges and politicians, such as Judge Michael Zimmer and Congressman Henry Nowak, influenced others. The fictional lawyer, Perry Mason, was
often considered a role model and direct influence. Nonfictional
lawyers also had some influence, although most of the interviewees
did not recall having known neighborhood practitioners. One, however, did seek the advice of a local Polish-American practitioner
when he was considering law as a career. He was told that the field
was already overcrowded and not worth entering. The influence
was often subtle. One interviewee remembered doing yard work for
a prominent, non-Polish-American Buffalo attorney when he was a
boy. Although he did not recall any conversations with the attorney about law as a career, he was influenced by the attorney's style
of living. Another remembered being in lawyers' offices because of
an automobile accident at age six. He particularly remembered
what the offices "smelled like" and that attorneys in the courtroom
had waterglasses on their tables.
The Polish-American's initial expectations of law varied: status (mentioned by 32%); money (28%); the ability to "do good"
socially (16%); intellectual challenge (12%); the ability to "intermingle" (8%); and no expectations at all (20%). Having chosen a
career in law, they were overwhelmingly pleased with their career
choice. The eldest interviewee emphasized the honor associated
with the profession and the opportunity to be a leader of the community. One interviewee, although claiming he was happy with his
career choice, nevertheless expressed dismay that the law was "not
as cerebrally challenging" as he had expected. Only two expressed
one described the law as "paper shuffling" and
dissatisfaction:
''5

"drudgery. 1 0

V. THE POST-LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
The growth of the Buffalo legal community has been limited
by the economic development of the area. Because the law school
for many years was provincial in nature, this limited growth affected the opportunities available for graduates. In the 1920's, Buffalo's population was 506,775.51 One of the fifteen largest U.S. cit50. For an interesting discussion of the dissatisfaction of lawyers, see J.
note 4, at 168-205.
51. MARTINDALE'S AMERICAN LAW DIRECTORY (1923).

CARLIN,

supra
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ies, Buffalo had approximately 700 practicing lawyers. The largest
firm had seven members. In contrast, Pittsburgh, also one of the
fifteen largest cities, had a population of 588,193, with approximately 900 practicing lawyers. The largest firm had eighteen members.5 2 By 1950 Buffalo's population peaked at 580,132, while Pittsburgh's continued to grow to 676,806. Buffalo had 1400 attorneys,
while there were approximately 2,000 lawyers practicing in Pittsburgh. The largest Buffalo firm had over thirty members compared
to fifty-four members at Pittsburgh's largest firm.5 3 The real contrast became evident in the 1970's. Sunbelt migration and massive
corporate departures brought Buffalo's population down to
481,453. The legal population, however, had grown to approximately 2300 lawyers; the largest firm having forty-two members.
Although Pittsburgh's economy was affected by the same factors,
the population declining to 520,117, the Pittsburgh bar continued
to grow to almost 4,000 practicing lawyers. Several firms had thirty
or more members, while others had in excess of fifty members. The
largest firm had 125 members. 4 The opportunities for lawyers to
work in Buffalo increased only slightly. This growth was quickly
filled by an expansion at the law school.5 5 Expanded class sizes
meant more and more lawyers for proportionately fewer jobs.
It was anticipated that the existing opportunities would significantly influence our sample's first work experience. Therefore, to
trace career opportunities over a period of years, the responses of
both groups have been arbitrarily divided into three major time
periods: those entering the legal work force prior to 1950, those
entering between 1950-1965, and those entering the profession after 1965.
Legal historians agree that few ethnic lawyers were able to
gain admission to the bar in the early twentieth century. 6 There
52. Id.
53. MARTINDALE-HUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY (1954).
54. MARTINDALE-HUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY (1970).
55. Class size at the Buffalo Law School, as evidenced by the alumni list printed in
1962, was relatively consistent from 1922 through 1940. A few classes had 50 alumni listed
(e.g., 1925, 1927, 1932, 1935, and 1937), but most classes were represented by 32-45 alumni.
See G. PEDERSEN, supra note 42, at 124-165. Anyone entering the legal work force in 1940 or
earlier would be approximately 65 years old in 1981. Several of our respondents in both
groups had already retired. Others had unfortunately died. Although the number of respondents who probably entered the work force in 1940 and earlier is small (total of 18), it
represents a large percentage of lawyers who are 65 years or older in the community.
56. "If he was Italian, Polish, or Greek-or a black American-his chances were virtu-
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were only seven Polish-Americans and eleven Controls who entered
the legal work force before 1940. As noted, this was a period of
continuing growth for the Buffalo legal community. Five PolishAmericans joiried firms in the Buffalo area and two established
solo practices. Eight of the Controls joined firms, while three respectively entered solo practice, government and "Other"
57
employment.

The picture changes when the response group is expanded to
include those entering the legal profession prior to 1950. More lawyers entered solo practice. The Buffalo legal community was still
growing, though not as rapidly. Responses indicate that PolishAmericans either established solo practices or entered firms with
other Polish-Americans.
CHART

D.

TYPE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT:

PRE-1950

Polish-Americans
Firms

Controls

7 (39%)

14 (78%)

Solo Practice
Government
Other

10 (55%)
0 (0%)
1 (6%)

1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
2 (11%)

Total

18

18

Four of the firms entered by Polish-Americans were identifiably
ethnic. 58 Seven of the Polish-Americans in solo practices were located in Polish-American neighborhoods.
A tabulation of those entering the legal profession between
1950 and 1965 indicates no change in the number of Polish-Americans entering firms. During the same period, the number of Controls entering firms decreased. The Polish-Americans entered government employment, however, while the Controls, rather than
ally.non-existent." J. AUERBACH, supra note 4, at 117. Although the New Deal brought hope,
few opportunities in the legal profession became available: "[T]he great wall of ethnic exclusions, made more imposing by Depression conditions, still cut through the legal profession."
Id. at 188.
57. "Other" includes law clerk, or some area outside the traditional legal profession
(e.g., insurance adjuster and accountant).
58. See J. CARLIN, supra note 4, at 39 n.28, quoting Fuller, Legal Education & Admission to the Bar of Pennsylvania, 25 TEMPLE L.Q. 290 (1952), where he agreed with the
suggestion that "[t]he prospective employer who can only guess at the legal ability of his
prospective clerk will tend to prefer those of a religious and cultural background similar to
his own." (Emphasis added).
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enter government employment, 59 entered solo practice and other
fields where they had not previously been represented.
CHART

E.

TYPE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT:

1950-1965

Polish-Americans
Firms
Solo Practice
Government
Other
Total

8
4
6
2

(40%)
(20%)
(30%)
(10%)

20

Controls
11
5
0
4

(55%)
(25%)
( 0%)
(20%)

20

Polish-Americans who entered the legal profession after 1965
increasingly entered firms and "Other" employment. Importantly,
Polish-Americans continued to choose governmental employment
at a significantly higher rate than the Control.
CHART

F.

TYPE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT: POST-1965

Polish-Americans
Firms
Solo Practice
Government
Other

20
3
13
13

Total

49

(41%)
( 6%)
(26%)
(26%)

Controls
27
3
4
7

(66%)
( 7%)
(10%)
(17%)

41

In brief, the overall pattern which emerges emphasizes the key
role played by governmental agencies in the career choices of the
59. The Vietnam War, the war on poverty, the civil rights movement, and the resurgence of interest in city neighborhoods were among the many events in the 1960's which
shifted opportunities in the legal profession from the large corporate practice to community
service.
Many lawyers in the sixties acted upon the precept, enunciated by Oliver
Wendall Holmes, Jr., that one must share in the actions and passions of his time
at the peril of otherwise being judged not to have lived. They picketed, demonstrated, and protested, dropping the mantle of professional detachment to proclaim openly their commitments.
J. AUERBACH, supra note 4, at 283. See also Reich, The Greening of America, THE NEW
YORKER, Sept. 26, 1970, at 42 ("[Y]oung lawyers recruited out of law school ... actually
refuse to work for firms that will not spend time on public interest matters."). The career
shifts, however, were not long lasting. For instance, the proportion of graduates entering
private practice increased sharply between 1969 and 1971. J. AUERBACH, supra note 4, at
296.
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Polish-Americans. 60 Both the Polish-Americans and the Controls
have approximately the same percentage of solo practioners over
time. The Controls, however, are employed by firms initially at a
significantly higher rate than the Polish-Americans, who join firms
twenty-four percent less frequently than the Controls. Employment opportunities with firms did not open up as completely for
Polish-Americans in the Buffalo area as they did for others. 1
CHART

G.

TYPE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT: ALL YEARS

Polish-Americans
Firms
Solo Practice
Government
Other

36
14
19
16

Total

85

(42%)
(17%)
(22%)
(19%)

Controls
52
9
5
13

(66%)
(11%)
( 6%)
(17%)

79

Polish-Americans averaged 2.6 job changes per individual during their career. This is slightly greater than the 2 job changes averaged by those in the Control group. Eighty percent of the PolishAmericans changed jobs during the first five years of their first employment. In contrast, only sixty-five percent of the Controls
changed jobs during their first five years of employment.
60. According to one commentator:
In the postwar decade there was a sharp spurt, exceeding 80 percent, in law
school enrollments. And between 1920 and 1930, in a few Eastern cities with a
heavy concentration of immigrants, there was a substantial proportional increase
in the number of foreign-born lawyers. The professional elite easily defended law
firms and professional associations against intruders. But the Depression, which
restricted employment in the private sector, generated pressure for alternative
career opportunities. The Roosevelt administration offered the most promising
(and, to the old elite, the most threatening) option. New Deal agencies were enemy country. They attracted lawyers with relatively weak commitments to private practice in corporate firms; lawyers trained in administrative law, skilled in
legal draftsmenship, who had been exposed to the stimulating currents of legal
Realism and were eager to apply their expertise; and younger lawyers, drawn
disproportionately from ethnic minority groups, who satisfied personal, professional, and ideological needs in public service for a liberal reform administration.
J. AUERBACH, supra note 4, at 173.
61. Of the nine largest Buffalo law firms listed in the 1980 Martindale-Hubbell Law
Directory, only six had any Polish-Americans on their roster. There were only 12 PolishAmericans, or roughly 4% of the total of 312 attorneys listed in these nine firms.
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LENGTH OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT: ALL YEARS

Polish-Americans
1-2 Years
3 - 5 Years
6-9 Years
10 Years or more

35
28
4
12

Total

79

(44%)
(35%)
(5%)
(15%)

Controls
31
17
11
15

(42%)
(23%)
(15%)
(20%)

74

Respondents listed their areas of specialization in their present employment. There was no difference in specializations between the two groups. The critical difference is where they practice
law. Neighborhood practice differs significantly from downtown
practice. Seventy-five percent of neighborhood practice involves estates, real estate closings and general practice. The remaining
twenty-five percent of the practice includes the areas of family,
criminal, bankruptcy, municipal and vehicle and traffic law. 2 On
the other hand, downtown practice tends to specialize in civil litigation, corporate law, estate planning, banking, tax and labor
relations.
An examination of the present employment of the PolishAmericans shows that thirty-six percent are located in neighborhoods; sixty-four percent are downtown. Only fourteen percent of
the Controls practice law in neighborhoods, while eighty-six percent are in a downtown practice. Equally interesting is the fact
that sixty-nine percent of the Polish-American solo practioners are
located in neighborhoods, in contrast to only thirty-six percent of
the Controls in solo practice. Furthermore, if a Polish-American is
located in a neighborhood, he is a solo practioner; whereas a Control lawyer in a neighborhood practice is equally likely to be a solo
practioner or a member of a firm.
VI.

SUMMARY

A composite sketch of the Polish-American lawyer emerges
from this study and may be summarized in the following manner:
t He was more likely to be born and raised in a Polish-American community in Buffalo or a neighboring suburb (62%). This
62. For a description of the work of the solo practitioner, see generally J. CARLIN, supra
note 4, at 41-122.
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contrasts with the Control, who primarily lived in the more affluent and non-ethnic areas.
t He was considerably more likely to attend a parochial elementary school (74%), and very unlikely to attend a private elementary school (1%). In contrast, the Control was more likely to
attend neighborhood public schools (59%), with limited attendance at private elementary schools (5%).
t He was more likely to attend a parochial high school (55%),
and very unlikely to attend a private, non-parochial, high school
(2%). In contrast, the Control was more likely to attend a public
high school (62%), with limited attendance at any private high
schools (6%).
t He was more likely to attend a parochial college (49%) than
a public (39%) or private (12%) institution for part or all of his
college education. In contrast, the Control was more likely to attend public colleges and universities (54%), with the equal possibility of attending either parochial (26%) or private (21%)
colleges.
t He was less likely to go away to college (34%), preferring to
stay in the Buffalo area. In contrast, the Control was more likely to
go away to college (48%).
t He was more likely to obtain full or partial scholarship for
his undergraduate education (56%). In contrast, the Control was
less likely to receive scholarship assistance (30%).
t He was very likely to be the first professional in his immediate or extended family (76%). The Control was similarly likely to
be the first professional in his family (64%).
t He was more likely to choose the law school because of
financial considerations (39%). This consideration was less likely
to influence the Control in his choice of law school (26%).
t He was more likely to choose the profession of law because
of its professional appeal, e.g., status, prestige, financial reward
(53%). In contrast, this consideration was less likely to influence
the Control in his choice of career (37%).
t He was less likely to be influenced by his family to enter law
(14%). In contrast, this consideration was more likely to influence
the Control (21%).
t He was more likely to choose law for a stated reason (95%)
than to have accidentally entered the field. In contrast, the Control
more frequently entered law without articulating reasons (11%).
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t He was more likely to enter law school directly after graduation from college (60%). In contrast, the Control was more likely
to postpone legal education for one or more years of work (17%
worked for one year after college; 42% worked for more than one
year).
t He was more likely to decide upon a career while attending
college or after graduation from college (68%). In contrast, the
Control made this decision earlier.
t He is very likely to be satisfied with his choice of career.
Although he did not necessarily have specific expectations about
the career of law, he remains very pleased with the profession
(92%).
t He was more likely to enter a firm as his first employment
after law school (42%), but just as likely to enter a solo practice
(16%), government service (22%), or other employment (19%). In
contrast, the Control was very likely to enter a firm as a first employment (66%). He was less likely to enter government service
(6%), solo practice (11%), or other employment (16%).
t He was more likely to change employment within the first
five years after graduation from law school (80%). In contrast, the
Control changed his job less frequently during the same period
(65%).
t He was more likely to change jobs throughout his career (2.6
jobs averaged by each Polish-American respondent). In contrast,
the Control was less likely to change jobs during his career (two
job changes averaged by each).
t He is likely to practice downtown (64%). In contrast, the
Control is very likely to practice downtown (86%).
f If he is a solo practitioner, he is very likely to be located in a
neighborhood (69%). In contrast, if the Control is a solo practitioner, he is unlikely to be located 'in the neighborhoods (36%).
t If he entered the legal profession prior to 1950, he was more
likely to enter a solo practice (55%). As a solo, he was more likely
to practice in a Polish-American neighborhood (70%). If he entered a firm, he was likely to enter a predominantly Polish-American firm (57%). In contrast, the Control was very likely to enter a
firm (78%), and unlikely to become a solo practitioner (5.5%).
t If he entered the legal profession between 1950 and 1965, he
was more likely to enter a firm (40%), less likely to establish a solo
practice (20%), and more likely to enter government service
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(30%). In contrast, the Control was very likely to enter a firm
(55%), and likely to establish a solo practice (25%), or enter other
employment (20%). The Control did not enter government service

(0%).

t If he entered the legal profession after 1965, he was more
likely to enter a firm (41%), or government service (26%), and less
likely to establish a solo practice (6%). In contrast, the Control
was very likely to enter a firm (66%), likely to enter other employment (17%), or government service (10%) and least likely to establish a solo practice (7%).
CONCLUSION

This study was undertaken to paint a picture of the PolishAmerican lawyer and his relationship to the Polish-American community and the legal profession. The Polish-American community
in Buffalo has traditionally been a close-knit community that emphasized family relationships, religious affiliation and church involvement. It has also been an economically depressed community
so that education has frequently taken a second place to the need
to work. However, these attributes are not necessarily descriptive
of the Polish-American lawyer.
While most of the Polish-American lawyers were born and
raised in the ethnic community, many moved to either another
area of the city or the suburbs during their formative years. This
physical separation from community influences appears to have
separated them from the values of the community. 3 Higher education was actively encouraged with correspondingly little emphasis
upon entering blue-collar employment. Childhood friendships were
often lost in the transition, and any association, however minimal,
64
with community organizations ceased.
63. One conclusion of Professor Obidinski's study was that as third-generation PolishAmericans "became less involved in traditional ethnic activities and less influenced by traditional values, the subcommunity supporting these activities and values became less important. As members of the younger generation moved toward higher class levels, they developed interests and ambitions which took them away from the subcommunity." E. Obidinski,
supra note 8, at 180.
64. The survey indicated that family participation in community and church activities
was not significant. Several of the interviewees' mothers were active in the parish school
associations; two interviewees had been members of the parish Boy Scout troop. Very few of
the parents were active in traditional Polish-American organizations, fraternals, or veterans'
societies.
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Although Polish was-frequently spoken in the homes of many
Buffalo families, it was seldom spoken in the families of the PolishAmerican lawyers. This was particularly true of the younger attorneys or attorneys who were the youngest child in a large family. It
appears that the shift of language took place in the homes as more
of the elder siblings learned English at school.
Many Polish-American attorneys remembered a high awareness of ethnicity during their elementary school years, which diminished during high school. This may have partially resulted
from the shift from parochial elementary schools to public high
schools. Interviewees consistently noted their childhood classmates
were also Polish-American and that Polish was frequently the language of instruction. On the other hand, the public and parochial
high schools were multi-ethnic. Several interviewees also indicated
that they had requested permission to attend a public school. Unlike the presumed attendance at a parochial elementary school, entry into high school presented an opportunity for attendance elsewhere. For many, this may have begun the departure from the
community and the exposure to other avenues of pursuit. Even if
no break from the community occurred during the high school
years, enrollment in college immediately separated them from their
community peers.6 5 The decision to enter law was a further
break. 66
Once in practice, acculturation was complete. The PolishAmericans, except for their names, were lawyers without any
strong ethnic identity. Although success in a profession generally
coincides with the assumption of leadership within the community,
this does not appear to be true for the Polish-American attorneys.
Not only do the Polish-American attorneys now reside in non-Polish-American suburbs, they are generally not affiliated with any of
65. In order to prove this hypothesis, the control group should have been a group of
Polish-Americans who did not pursue higher education. Compiling such a group, however,
was beyond the scope of this study.
66. For a discussion of the professionalization process, see Boyer & Cramton, American
Legal Education: An Agenda for Research and Reform, 59 CORNELL L. REv. 221, 256-97
(1974), and sources cited therein. A full discussion of the professionalization process was
beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, the Polish-American law students experienced
it at least to the same degree as other students. In light of their lack of awareness of the
legal profession and their movement away from the accepted norms of their community, it
may be conjectured that the Polish-Americans were even more susceptible to this process.
As one interviewee noted, she "took it as it came" and was open to whatever new values or

ideas she might encounter.
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the traditional community organizations. Only a small number of
those surveyed have maintained ties with the community for professional purposes. These include, for example, the solo practitioners who continue to seek clients from within the community and
those who are politically active.
As Tom Sowell so aptly observed, ethnicity may be a badge of
honor, an incidental appendage, or a stigma.67 The cumulative effect of the pursuit of higher education, the departure from the
community norm, and the acculturation process accompanying the
professional career appears to result in ethnicity becoming incidental to the lives of the Polish-American attorneys in the Buffalo
area.
MELANIE CYGANOWSKI

H.A. ZIONTS

67.

Sowell, supra note 1.

